
Sales & Marketing Officer

This is not a traditional job post because we’re not a traditional company

About Us

We are 64 Robots! Founded in 2016, 64 Robots is a full-service agency focused on
creating beautiful, clean Vue.js single page applications with a Laravel backend. We
think of ourselves as an extension of our customers’ teams—whether that’s building an
AAA product, consulting on their business and marketing needs, or helping them pitch
to investors, we are deeply invested in our customers’ successes.

We've grown considerably in our 7+ years and we are working on numerous projects
with a staff of around 25 people, including 3 designers and 3 project managers. We’re
seeking a Sales and Marketing person to assist us in growing our portfolio.

Our Goal
Primarily, we have been a dev-ops shop, building custom leading-edge platforms for our
clients. However, we have recently developed a modern civic site platform that is built
with modern frameworks and architecture that make it extremely performant on the web.

We are interested in taking this product to market, however, despite having excellent
development and operations processes, we are lacking sales and marketing knowledge.
This is where you come in.

About You
We are not only looking for someone to help us sell the modern civic platform, but
someone to help us expand our sales and marketing department. You will have
autonomy to lead and create while helping us grow a unique product and company. We
are looking for someone who is goal oriented, a problem solver,  driven and can work
independently.  It would also be amazing if you had experience selling tech platforms in
the past.

Stuff you get (benefits)
1. Work from anywhere (really, as long as you can work States hours, feel free to

work anywhere)
2. $30 + commission
3. 15 hours per week to start. For the right person, we will quickly increase the

working hours.



4. Upon Hire (after 90 days):
a. Up to 25 days of paid vacation and holidays
b. 8 weeks of paid parental leave
c. Unlimited sick/bereavement leave
d. Home office credits on hire
e. Monthly wellness stipend up to $100/month for gym, etc

Interested? Shoot us an email and tell us why you fit the part
(please no cover letters we won’t read them): jobs@64robots.com
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